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Abstract 

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a genetic neurodegenerative disease caused by a mutation in the HTT gene                
which induces expansion of a cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG) trinucleotide repeat. It involves a mixture             
of symptoms, including motor, cognitive and psychiatric deficits. 

However, there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the prominence and evolution of each type of                 
symptoms. The three main cortico-striatal circuits (motor, cognitive control and motivational) result            
affected by neurodegeneration beginning in the basal ganglia and extending to the cortices. One possible               
source of such interindividual differences among HD patients could be the variability in the degree of                
neurodegeneration of the different neural circuits. Interestingly, recent literature suggests that this            
variability in HD might be clusterized into distinct patterns of neurodegeneration associated with             
cognitive-motor and psychiatric profiles. The aim of this research is to characterize the structural              
connectivity of the three main cortico-striatal circuits in order to delineate specific neurodegeneration             
patterns that might underlay the different symptomatic profiles in HD. 

We delineated the three main corticostriatal circuits including the motor, the associative and the limbic,               
each of them involving projections from different parts of the cortex to subparts of the striatum using                 
probabilistic tractography implemented in Freesurfer with data collected from thirty-two HD gene carriers             
(15 premanifest and 17 manifest individuals) and thirty controls. Participants were scanned to obtain              
structural, microstructural and underwent neuropsychological evaluations. Then, the structural         
connectivity of the main tracts analyzed was used for a principal component analysis in order to                
distinguish specific neurodegeneration patterns. Finally, the loadings of extracted components were           
correlated with the symptomatic domains. We found differences in the structural connectivity pattern of              
the cortico-striatal circuits that was prominently associated with different symptoms. More severe            
cognitive signs were associated with a component consisting in a pattern of reduced structural              
connectivity in the three cortico-striatal networks, In contrast, depressive symptoms were correlated with             
the second component characterized by reduced structural connectivity in the associative circuit and             
increased connectivity in the limbic circuit. In conclusion, by delineating the structural connectivity of the               
main cortico-striatal circuits using a multivariate approach we were able to identify two different              
symptomatic profiles, one associated to cognitive features and the other associated to motivational signs,              
based on the underlying structural connectivity pattern. The importance of identifying different patterns of              
neurodegeneration could pave the way towards more personalized approaches tailored to the specific             
symptomatic profile of each individual. 

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at GitHub link:         
https://github.com/Irenacero/FinalDegreeProject.git 



 

 

1 Introduction 
 
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a dominant      
monogenic disease caused by an expansion of       
a cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG)   
trinucleotide repeat in the exon 1 of the HTT         
gene, which leads to an abnormally long       
polyglutamine tract of the huntingtin (HTT)      
protein (Huntington and Others 1872).  
 
HD involves a set of motor, cognitive and        
motivational disturbances (Harper 1996).    
Motor symptoms include chorea, which is      
being experienced by more than 90% of the        
patients and dystonia (Ross et al. 2014).       
Cognitive deficits manifest themselves more     
than 10 years before the patient receives a        
formal diagnosis and they include various      
deficits in executive functions such as      
planning, cognitive flexibility, cognitive    
inhibition or processing speed (Georgiou et al.       
1995; Lawrence et al. 1996; Unschuld et al.        
2013). Lastly, psychiatric symptoms involve     
apathy that almost all Huntington’s patients      
experience at some point of the disease and        
depressive symptoms that were shown to be       
present especially in the premanifest stages of       
the disease (Julien et al. 2007).  
 
Despite the monogenic nature of HD, there is a         
high degree of heterogeneity in the      
prominence and evolution of each type of       
symptoms, which means that they vary to a        
great extent across patients (Garcia-Gorro et      
al. 2019; Kim et al. 2015; Walker 2015; de         
Diego-Balaguer et al. 2016). Cognitive and      
motivational symptoms tend to appear before      
the patient receives a clinical diagnosis based       
on motor symptoms, and they can result in        
more pronounced disruptions compared to     
motor problems (Baquero and Martín 2015;      
Panza et al. 2010). Moreover, motivational      
symptoms are common in the disease but they        

are not seen in all patients (Walker 2015). As         
can be seen, there is a high abundance of         
interindividual differences in symptom    
prominence among HD patients. 
 
One possible source of such interindividual      
differences among HD patients could be the       
variability in the degree of neurodegeneration      
of different neural circuits (Garcia-Gorro et al.       
2019). In this regard, neuroimaging studies can       
contribute to the clustering of patients in       
different subgroups in order to implement      
more personalized treatments depending on     
the distinct neurobiological characteristics of     
each symptom (de Diego-Balaguer et al.      
2016). Nevertheless, up to date, most of the        
studies in the field have focused on differences        
from healthy controls without considering the      
interindividual differences observed within the     
HD population. In some cases where they have        
been taken into account, it has been usually        
done in specific regions of interest based on a         
priori hypotheses (Kassubek et al. 2004; Rosas       
et al. 2006) or resulting from the main contrast         
between patients and controls (Harrington et      
al. 2014; Wolf et al. 2007). Moreover,       
although neuroimaging techniques are used     
widely to classify into different profiles      
patients with neurodegenerative, motivational    
and neurodevelopmental disorders (Costa Dias     
et al. 2015; Fair et al. 2012; Lubeiro et al.          
2016; Park et al. 2017), their use in HD has not           
been very extensive.  
 
To this end, recent studies were interested in        
the underlying neural substrates of different      
types of symptoms, for example, motor,      
cognitive and psychiatric, observed in HD      
patients (Garcia-Gorro et al. 2019). By      
combining clinical measures of the three types       
of symptoms and using a multivariate      
multimodal neuroimaging approach, they    
identified two distinct symptom profiles in HD       
that were characterized by different neural      
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substrates. They found a common     
neurobiological basis for cognitive and motor      
symptoms different from the one in the       
motivational domain. Further investigations    
revealed that more severe cognitive and motor       
symptoms were related to reduced grey matter,       
cortical thickness, and white matter integrity in       
networks related to the cognitive and motor       
functions. In contrast, psychiatric symptoms,     
namely depressive ones, were related to      
reduced cortical thickness in limbic and      
paralimbic regions. Moreover, cellular studies     
on post-mortem brain tissue of HD patients       
have found patterns of neuronal loss      
clusterized by motor, psychiatric and mixed      
(motor and psychiatric) profiles (Tippett et al.       
2007; Thu et al. 2010; Nana et al. 2014;         
Mehrabi et al. 2016).  
 
These pieces of evidence encourage the      
possibility that topological brain degeneration     
could underlie the phenotypic heterogeneity of      
HD. Different neuroimaging modalities have     
proven differential sensitivity to specific     
neural changes. Importantly, studies using     
resting-state functional MRI allow the     
identification of neural networks and the      
characterization of their connectivity. Indeed,     
a network-spread hypothesis has been     
proposed, suggesting that the progression of      
neurodegenerative diseases follows network    
structural connectivity. Research has shown     
that the striatum forms a hub and integrates        
motor, cognitive control and motivational     
circuits, which show a partial overlap and an        
interaction with each other. Specifically, there      
are three main corticostriatal circuits (Haber      
2016). The motor circuit involves projections      
from the motor, premotor and sensorimotor      
areas to the putamen. The associative circuit,       
which is primary in executive functioning,      
involves dorsolateral and ventrolateral    
prefrontal cortex projections into the caudate.      
Lastly, the limbic circuit, which is involved in        
reward and emotional processing, consists of      
projections of orbitofrontal, ventromedial    

prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices into      
the ventral striatum. Note that the degree of        
neurodegeneration in each of these circuits      
varies across HD patients. Using this      
information, we hypothesise that the structural      
connectivity between the cortex and the      
striatum is a predictor of the clinical profiles        
defined in previous research. Indeed, we      
expect to find two main patterns: a) a        
motor-cognitive profile, correlated with the     
caudate and putamen and b) a psychiatric       
profile, more connected with the accumbens.  
 
2 Objectives 
 
The aim of this research is to characterize the         
corticostriatal circuits in Huntington’s Disease     
using fMRI data and to assess the structural        
connectivity signatures as a predictor of two       
clinical profiles previously defined. On the one       
hand, we expect to find a motor-cognitive       
profile and, on the other hand, a psychiatric        
profile. 
 
3 Methods 
 
3. 1 Participants  

Thirty-two HD mutation carriers at different      
stages of the disease participated in the present        
study. Individuals were considered HD     
gene-carriers if they carried the HTT mutation       
with ≥ 39 CAG repeats. HD individuals were        
grouped into premanifest (N = 15) and       
manifest (N = 17) stages based on their        
Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale     
(UHDRS) diagnostic confidence score for     
motor abnormalities (“Unified Huntington’s    
Disease Rating Scale: Reliability and     
Consistency” 1996), in which a score of four        
indicates manifest stage and a score less than        
four is considered as premanifest. However,      
we studied the disease as a continuum since        
the dichotomy between premanifest and     
manifest individuals is somewhat artificial     
(Ross et al. 2014) as it is based solely on the           
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basis of the motor dysfunction, but cognitive       
and psychiatric disturbances can occur before      
motor signs appear. None of the participants       
reported any neurological disorder other than      
HD. 

Moreover, we included 30 controls matched      
for age (t(70) =.13, p = .89, two-tailed) and         
years of education (t(70) = -.69, p = .48,         
two-tailed), and with no history of psychiatric       
or neurological disorders. 

This study was approved by the ethics       
committee of Bellvitge Institute for     
Biomedical Research (IDIBELL) and    
Bellvitge Hospital and all participants signed      
an informed consent to participate in it. All        
procedures followed were in accordance with      
the Helsinki Declaration of 1975. 

3. 2 Symptom assessment 

Each patient was assessed on the three       
symptom domains (motor, cognitive and     
psychiatric) using clinical scales and     
questionnaires. We used the UHDRS for the       
clinical assessment, a test that consists of       
motor, cognitive and behavioural subscales.     
Firstly, the motor symptoms were analyzed      
using the UHDRS motor score, with higher       
scores indicating more severe impairment.     
Secondly, the cognitive domain was evaluated      
looking cognitive flexibility (trail making test      
(TMT) B-A)(Tombaugh 2004), verbal fluency     
(phonemic letter fluency test FAS)(Butters et      
al. 1986), inhibitory control (Stroop     
interference)(Golden and Freshwater 1978),    
and psychomotor speed (symbol digit     
modalities test, SDMT)(Benedict et al. 2017).      
In this case, higher scores in the TMT B-A and          
Stroop interference, and lower scores in the       
verbal fluency and SDMT indicated poorer      
performance. Finally, psychiatric aspects    
included Depression and Anxiety subscales of      
the short version of the Problem Behavioural       
Assessment (PBA-s) (McNally et al. 2015),      
multiplying the frequency by severity, with      

more harsh symptoms indicated with higher      
scores. Some of the behavioural data in some        
participants were not collected due to time       
constraints. 

3. 3 MRI data acquisition 

MRI data were acquired through a 3T       
whole-body MRI scanner (Siemens Magnetom     
Trio; Hospital Clínic, Barcelona), equipped     
with a 32-channel phased array head coil.       
Structural images were assessed using     
conventional high-resolution 3D T1-weighted    
images, using a three-dimensional    
Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo     
(MP- RAGE) sequence (repetition time (TR) =       
1970 ms; echo time (TE) = 2.34 ms; inversion         
time (T1) = 1050 ms; flip angle = 9°; 1 mm           
isotropic voxels; 208 sagittal slices; matrix =       
208 x 256 x 256; field of view (FOV) = 256 x            
256 mm). 

Diffusion-weighted MRI data were acquired     
using a dual spin-echo diffusion-tensor     
imaging sequence with GRAPPA (reduction     
factor of 4) cardiac gating, with echo time 92         
milliseconds. Images were measured using 2      
mm isotropic voxels, no gap, 60 axial slices,        
field of view 23.6 cm. In order to obtain the          
diffusion tensors, diffusion was measured     
along 64 non-collinear directions, using a      
single b-value of 1500 s/mm 2 interleaved       
with 9 non-diffusion (b = 0) images. To avoid         
chemical shift artefacts, frequency-selective    
fat saturation was used to suppress the fat        
signal. 

3. 4 Preprocessing of DTI data 

Diffusion-weighted images were automatically    
processed using FSL 5.0. More specifically,      
first head motion and eddy-current correction      
were performed using the FMRIB's Diffusion      
Toolbox in FMRIB's Software Library (FSL,      
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt) and the   
gradient matrix was rotated accordingly     
(Leemans and Jones 2009). Second, the      
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diffusion tensor was then reconstructed using      
Diffusion Toolkit's least-squares estimation    
algorithm for each voxel provided in Diffusion       
Toolkit (http://www.trackvis.org/dtk) and its    
corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors    
were extracted to calculate the fractional      
anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial      
diffusivity (RD) and apparent diffusion     
coefficient (ADC) maps. 

Subsequently, local two-fibre orientation    
distributions were modelled in each voxel of       
the brain using the software module Bedpostx       
implemented in the FDT toolbox (Behrens et       
al. 2007). Probabilistic tractography was     
conducted in each participant’s native     
diffusion space in order to delineate the fibre        
pathways between the respective seed and      
target regions by the inclusion of a midline        
exclusion mask and a cerebrospinal fluid mask       
(CSF) in transformed to native diffusion space.       
The midline hemisphere mask was created      
from the MNI152 1mm using FSL tools. CSF        
masks were created by the automatic      
segmentation of cerebrospinal fluid on the      
T1-weighted images using SPM    
(https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/sp
m12/). Probtrackx2 (Behrens et al. 2007) was       
run with the following settings (curvature      
threshold = 0.2, 5000 samples, 0.5mm step       
length, 2000 steps). For each subcortical      
region set as seed (caudate, putamen and       
accumbens) a bidirectional analysis was     
performed, initially from the subcortical seed      
to the selected cortical region, setting this as        
waypoint mask and, secondly, from the      
cortical area to the subcortical region,      
considered as termination mask. The mean      
image of these two analyses was computed as        
the final tract between the seed and target        
regions of the subject. 

3. 5 Tractography dissections 

In order to delineate the three main       
cortico-striatal circuits, we virtually dissected     

the caudate-executive frontal, putamen-motor,    
and the accumbens-limbic circuit. 

For the virtual dissection of the different tracts,        
first, subcortical segmentation of the caudate,      
putamen and accumbens was performed     
bilaterally. Specifically, these regions were     
obtained after automated segmentation using     
the run_first_all script included in the      
FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool     
(FIRST) of the FMRIB Software Library      
(FSL) v5.0.9 (Mark Jenkinson et al. 2012) on        
the T1-weighted (T1w) image of each of the        
participants. Then, these ROIs were registered      
to the individual native diffusion space using       
the FSL FLIRT and FNIRT modules after       
normalizing both the structural T1 images and       
FA maps (M. Jenkinson and Smith 2001).  

Second, the cortical target regions were      
defined using the FSL Harvard-Oxford     
Cortical Structural Atlas (Desikan et al. 2006)       
and consisted of the motor, the executive and        
the motivational areas. The motor network      
included the Precentral Gyrus; the executive      
network included the Middle, Superior and      
Inferior Frontal Gyrus and, finally, the      
motivational comprised the Anterior Cingulate     
Gyrus and the Frontal Orbital Cortex. The       
cortical regions were defined in the MNI space        
and were wrapped back to the individual       
native diffusion space using the inverse matrix       
transformation obtained using FSL FLIRT and      
FNIRT modules after normalizing the native      
FA maps. 

Diffusion measures (FA, AD and RD) were       
extracted and averaged along the entire      
delineated tracts. 
 
3. 6 Principal component analysis 
 
Principal component analysis (PCA) (Fearn     
2014) is a dimensionality reduction technique      
that allows the increase of interpretability of       
datasets and minimizes information loss. It      
creates new uncorrelated variables by     
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computing the data covariance matrix of the       
original data and, afterwards, performing     
eigenvalue decomposition on this matrix. 
 
In the current study, PCA was performed       
combining the FA values of the six differential        
tracts, accumbens to motivational, caudate to      
executive and putamen to motor, left and right        
hemispheres each. Prior standardization to     
z-score of these values was computed. 
 
3. 7 K-means clustering algorithm 
 
K-means clustering is an unsupervised     
learning algorithm that divides the     
observations into k clusters, fixed a priori, in        
which each observation belongs to the cluster       
with the nearest mean.  
 
In our case, we applied the algorithm with a k          
of 2 over the FA values of the distinct tracts.          
Again, data has previously been normalized to       
z-scores. 
 
 
4 Results 
 
4. 1 Probabilistic tractography paths 
 
Probabilistic tractography was conducted in     
each participant’s native diffusion space and      
three fibre pathways were delineated. First, a       
tract including accumbens as subcortical seed      
and motivational area as the cortical target       
region. Second, considering caudate as seed      
and executive region as target and, finally, a        
tract consisting of putamen area as seed and        
going to the motor cortex. Each of them was         
computed for the left and right hemispheres       
and diffusion measures were extracted, see      
Figure 1.  
 

Fig. 1. Probabilistic fibre tracts delineated using       
Probtrackx2. 1 corresponds to putamen-motor     
tract, 2 to caudate-executive and 3 to       
accumbens-motivational. All images are    
thresholded at p < 0.05. (A) Images of a control          
subject.  (B) Images of a patient subject.  
 
4. 2 Principal Component Analysis 
 
To identify different symptom profiles, scaled      
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was     
conducted. From the initial six-dimensional     
factorisation, PCA provided a model with two       
main components accounting for 54.63% of      
the variance the first one (PC1) and 21.77%        
the second (PC2), see Figure 2. A third        
component with 15.07% was also     
distinguished, but it was discarded as it did not         
achieve the threshold of at least 20% of the         



 

proportion of variance. These two components      
were a combination of the FA values of the six          
different probabilistic tracts. Loadings for the      
first principal component were all negative      
(Figure 3 A), indicating neurodegeneration in      
all tracts, while loadings for the second one        
had positive value in the     
accumbens-motivational tract, a negative value     
in the caudate-executive tract and     
approximately 0 value in the putamen-motor      
tract (Figure 3 B).  

Fig 2. Representation of the first and second        
principal components. The numbering shows each      
subject being black the controls, red the       
symptomatics and green the presymptomatics.     
Loadings and percentage of variance explained by       
each component are also included. 

Fig 3 A. Loadings of PC1. Loadings are coloured         
by tract, black relates to the accumbens to        
motivational cortex path, red to the caudate to        
executive cortex and green to the putamen to motor         
cortex. PC1 loadings show negative values,      
corresponding to neurodegeneration in all tracts. 

Fig 3 B. Loadings of PC2. Loadings are coloured         
by tract, black relates to the accumbens to        
motivational cortex path, red to the caudate to        
executive cortex and green to the putamen to motor         
cortex. Loadings for the accumbens to motivational       
path are positive, the ones for the caudate to         
executive are negative and, finally, for the putamen        
to motor remain neutral (approximately 0). 
 
4. 3 K-means clustering algorithm 
 
After scaling for z-score, FA values of the        
tracts were divided into two clusters of size 43         
and 24 and overall performance of 34.1%       
using the k-means clustering algorithm. These      
were not responding to groups (Controls,      
Patients), as plot 2 in Figure 4 shows, but to          
the principal components computed in PCA,      
which can be seen in Figure 4 plot 3 and 4.           
This reaffirms the results obtained in the       
principal component analysis and discards the      
possibility of the two components indicating      
the differences between controls and patients. 

Fig 4. Clusters obtained using k-means      
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Fig 5. Relationship between subject loadings and conductual measures. Loadings of PC1 (in green) and PC2 
(in grey) and cognitive flexibility, stroop interference and depression, in z-scores, from left to right. Correlation 
coefficients (R) and p-values (p) of each case are specified. 



 

We obtained two main findings. On the one        
hand, we identified two different components      
across subjects based on the     
neurodegeneration values of the three tracts      
studied, two hemispheres each. These were      
found by conducting a principal component      
analysis. Moreover, clusterization of these     
variables was performed running k-means     
clustering algorithm for two clusters.     
Colouring the clusters obtained by different      
parameters (group of the subjects, first      
principal component and second principal     
component) concluded that the partition of      
these two clusters corresponded to the same       
division given by the PCA and not to a         
controls-patients or  
controls-presymptomatic-symptomatic 
distribution. These reaffirmed the components     
given by PCA, as the same results were        
obtained by two different analyses.  
 
On the other hand, we related these two        
principal components with clinical measures.     
Correlation tests gave associations between the      
executive and cognitive variables (cognitive     
flexibility and suppression of interference) and      
PC1. In contrast, PC2 correlated with      
depression. With these findings, we identified      
two profiles relating neurodegeneration with     
symptoms in HD patients. Principal     
component 1 formed an executive-cognitive     
profile, whereas principal component 2 lead to       
a psychiatric profile. Patients in the first       
profile exhibited more severe executive and      
cognitive deficits and less severe motivational      
symptoms, while for the second profile this       
was contrarywise. This result is in line with        
Garcia-Gorro et al (2019), which identified a       
common neurobiological basis for motor and      
cognitive symptoms whereas the psychiatric     
domain was presenting a differentiated neural      
signature.  
 
Moreover, loadings for PC1 were all negative,       
indicating neurodegeneration in all three tracts      
and for both hemispheres. Differently,     

loadings for the accumbens-motivational tract     
in PC2 showed to have positive values,       
whereas the caudate-executive path was     
negative and the putamen-motor resulted to be       
approximately 0. Although the need for further       
investigation in this point, these results could       
indicate a compensatory mechanism between     
the accumbens-motivational and the    
caudate-executive tracts in the second     
principal component.  
 
In light of the above, using a dimensionality        
reduction approach on structural connectivity     
data we were able to identify two distinct        
profiles (cognitive and motivational). These     
results are interesting in clinical trials, as they        
could be used to define specific biomarkers for        
each symptom even before clinical signs      
appear. Moreover, the classification of patients      
would make trials more effective in time and        
resources, as new medicine would be tried in a         
better and more specific selection of patients.       
Moreover, having more homogenous groups     
would allow the development of more      
individualised treatments that target specific     
cognitive, executive and psychiatric    
alterations. This would also permit an increase       
of the understanding of the disease and its        
stages in each of the profiles, which would        
allow a better explanation of possible future       
steps to each patient and, hence, an improved        
psychological preparation.  
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